[Partial k-space sampling with zero filling used with phase-contrast flow measurements: in vivo and in vitro validation].
To validate the technique of partial k-space sampling and zero filling with phase-contrast flow measurements as compared to measurements with full k-space sampling. In vitro: A laminar flow phantom was utilized to evaluate the effect of partial k-space sampling on the accuracy, precision and signal-to-noise ratio of phase-contrast flow measurements. In vivo: The effect of partial k-space sampling on the quantification of cardiac output (n = 40 patients) and the duration of the scan were evaluated in the ascending aorta (n = 37) and pulmonary trunk (n = 34) in a prospective study. Partial k-space sampling resulted in an increase in the SNR by 2 % in vitro. The precision was altered by less than 1 %. Flow volumes were systematically overestimated by 3.5 %. No significant differences were found in the in vivo measurements of cardiac output. The scan duration was reduced by 34 % by utilizing partial k-space sampling. Partial k-space sampling can be used to reduce scan time without a significant decrease in the accuracy or precision of phase-contrast flow measurements in large arteries.